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preneurs.    The  latter  sought   to   entrench   themselves  in
provincial centres, and make the capital the focus of the
commercial life of the realm.    Under the mediaeval economic
system a particular town often served as the emporium of
the producing area in which it was situated.    This virtual
monopoly in the local market was now being increasingly
challenged by the efforts of London merchants to ignore
such demarcations, and establish a national market in which
all buyers  met  on  an  equal footing.    They invaded the
provinces, and by giving credit and offering easy rates for
.the carriage of goods they drew away the customers of the
local dealers who were thus driven out of their own field.
London agents went into the West Country of which Bristol
regarded itself as the natural port, and into North Wales
whose trade was largely appropriated by Shrewsbury, and
there they bought up the cloth and shipped it abroad.    The
intrusion of moneyed men from the  capital was  deeply
resented, and the sharp conflict of interests between London
and its provincial rivals was voiced in the indignant re-
monstrance :   " As if God had no sons to whom He gave
the benefit of the earth but in London ".    The provinces,
struggling against economic centralization and the domina-
tion of the metropolitan merchants, protested that " the
benefit of trade should be equally disposed into all the veins
of the commonwealth".    In the same way it was found
impossible to preserve the customary restrictions on the
purchase and sale of grain in the face of the requirements
of the capital;  and here, again, their command of superior
resources enabled the London purveyors to wrest the corn
trade from the hands of their country competitors, whom
they were able to outbid by the high prices which they
offered.    In the case of other towns besides London the grow-
ing needs of the urban population destroyed the barrier of
local monopoly, and threw open dealings in grain to the un-
controlled activities of the city capitalist.    In this manner
the protective system with which each locality had enveloped
itself in the Middle Ages proved incompatible with a national
economy, and the assertion of freedom in the inland corn
and cloth trades was only part of a larger movement to

